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The quick question is, what's the drop in speed on this mountain? Tried it on 8 chars today is unlucky to zgt.'lt;Page 2 23 comments Community General Discussion Is It normal? I thought I'd have to farm it 2 likes it's not okay to brag about it tho 18 loves Congrats. Took me forever to get mine. 1 How to Congratulate, 5
months and I'm still farming that grief. Congratulations. It's one mountain, I don't think I ever want to. It's too bright. I like these phoenixes though. Want one for a pet hunter on my hunter. Evidence: Is that normal? Not for this particular grief, but yes, it's ok to get lucky. I'm lucky when it comes to mounting agriculture a few
times. Got TBC Midnight the first time I went into a raid. I just hit 70 and joined a new guild. The best 98 I've ever rolled. Got the Legion Midnight the first time I went to the dungeon. Only took me 42 runs of Sethikk Halls to get the Lord's Raven. At the time I had 20-something violas so 2 days of farming. Got Stonecore
Mountain at 30 runs and Vortex Mountain at 60. Got Antoran Charhound the first time I ran Antoras. Got Al-Ara's ashes from my second murder. I had killed Kael earlier during TBC with my guild, but when I returned to mount his farm I killed him on Tovi, then I went in to my priest to kill him. Bam. Fell. Got the Hippogryph
Cloud from the first paragon cache I opened. Got Drake and Moose soon after. However, it's not all roses, because there's an ugly downside to it all... Took me almost 300 kills to get a panther from Kata HR. 200ish kills for Kata YPG predator. It took several weeks of the tomb's agriculture to get the snake. I lost count of
how many times I killed Mrs. Sasse. The agriculture of the mondalari Warbringers almost broke me. I've had to kill them hundreds of times. When I got my last woe, I had 300 each of four different types of rep tokens. The carpet from the Nightbourne Paragon cache was a terrible grind. I ran 6 or 7 (maybe more) toons on
the sublime every day for the cache. It took a few months for me to get this too. Invincible had just under 400 kills. Burning Drake was 200ish. 22 months of 7-day eggs and 1 month 3-day eggs to get Green Proto Drake. It took several weeks of running 30 characters to get the last garrison of invasion mountain. It was a
terrible grind too. The mountains that come out of the box gives me PTSD. 6 Loves It's Pretty Awesome Grats! I got unbeaten as my 4th run and I was going for a pet with no grief. So yes, it's happening. Grata! I grew forever until it finally fell for me. I love it and use it, but these are the sounds of the wing ...... Congrats to
me too a few months of grinding. Tried to get that for 10 years Grats! Enjoy the colorful bird! 1 How 1 How It Just Took Me, four or five running tbh. But I've had to run the ICC a thousand times and still don't have that grief. 1 How took me forever. Bet you don't even want it in the first place... Sigh. Grats Tho. Enjoy your
grief you don't have to work your butt for. 1 Like Jeezus, I hope you get it soon. Congratulations, probability probability me get mine, would greatly enhance if I actually made a dungeon. 1 How is it normal to get both mounts out of firlands on the same turn? It's just stupid luck. It's okay to want to hit the head of a
keyboard agent after so many years of farming fog world bosses and not one of them falling?.. I don't want to answer that. Yes it falls easily ... had to run it 4x back in B.C. Wait, Raven Lord is a rare fall? Oh God I had it this all the time and I never knew the next page → just browse for your screenshot using the form
below. Screenshots containing user interface elements tend to drop in plain sight, the same goes for screenshots from the modelviewer screen or character selection. The higher the quality, the better! Please review our Screenshot Guidelines before shipping! Just bring in the video URL in the form below. The mountain is
not on the list of possible values (tissue armor, Leather armor, Postal armor, Armor Plate, Axe, Dagger, Fishing Pole, Fist Arms, Mace, Various, Polearm, Staff, Sword, Bag, Adorable Bag, Engineer Bag, Gem Bag, Leather Bag, Mining Bag, Soul Bag, Arrow, Onion, Bullet, Crossbow, Pistol, Idol, Libram (relic), From
Wowpedia Ashes Al'arBinds when takenUniqueMountUse: Teaches you how to call this mountain. Mountain. The item has a very low chance of falling. The source of the Ashes drop from Kael'thas Sunstrider in the eye. It can also be found on the list at the Black Market Auction House poi Francis, for a starting bid of
20,000. Mount Journal Al'ar was Kael'thas Sunstrider's favorite pet, who often boasted that death would never claim to be the same. Maybe he was right. Notes Ezra Chatterton was the first person to receive this mountain, which was given to him by Tigolah during Ezra's Make-A-Wish visit to Blizzard headquarters on
May 29, 2007. On May 31, 2007, the Guild Method at Sylvaina-EU saw the first world drop of this item when they successfully knocked down Kael'thas, making it the second Phoenix mountain in the game, next to Ezra. Players who receive and study this mountain are given the Achievement of the Al-Ara Ashes. The
ashes of Al-Ara are generally considered one of the rarest and most coveted mounts in World of Warcraft. Prior to the release of World of Warcraft: Wrath of the Lich King, it was the only 310% flying mount available without participating in PvP. Gallery Patch changes patch 2.0.3 (2007-01-09): Added. External links Hello
to everyone! I came back with my blog after 2 years. So much is going on in my personal life, but I'm back, ready to get my game face off with my blog and I'll post at least two or three times a week. My ash hunter Al'ar So today, I would like to write a guide on how to get the ashes of Al'ar, who A rare heartbreak from
burning Crusade expansion package in World of Warcraft. This mountain took at least over 60 tries on 5 characters until I eventually got it three days ago. Now, in order to get this mountain, you have to go to Tempest Keep, which is in Netherstorm's Preparation. This raid is only available for 25 people normally, as there
were no heroic or mythical settings for raids BC then. Assuming you are willing to travel so far as to get grief, keep in mind the raids can only be completed once a week for every character you have as you will be blocked once you have killed the boss in the event. The Netherstorm map showing Tempest Keep Ashes
from Al'ar has a 2% rate drop, which is quite high given that most raids mounts have a 1% drop in chance or even lower. However, don't think you'll get grief first attempt, or maybe you're lucky when it comes to farming raid mounts. I've struggled to get this mountain since I've been trolling many times nether Vortex
reagent, which also falls from the final boss, and I automatically thought it was a woe, only to be disappointed and wait a week for the raid to reset. Kael'thas is the main boss in Tempest Keep map This mountain falls with Kael'thas Sunstrider, the last boss in the raid copy, and I can confirm you can get this mountain
without defeating the other three bosses. Now, if you are a first timer doing this raid, you would think that Al'ar's ashes falls from the first boss in the raid, whose name is also Al'ar, but Phoenix does not fall down the mountain. Again, you don't have to kill Al'ar in order for the grief to fall, but if you want a fighting pet from
Al'ar or any of the other two bosses, you can do it. Kael'thas is the boss you actually need to kill for this beautiful Phoenix mountain. When you enter his boss room, you will see four advisers, two standing on either side of Kael'thas; Tnaladred, Theonik, Capernian and Lord Sanginar. These advisers are relatively easy to
kill, assuming you are level 110 and you should not have a problem defeating them. Tadared will be the first to attack you, followed by Lord Sanginar, Capernian and Theonik. Again, you shouldn't have a problem with advisers, provided that your damage is enough to even one shot them. In the next stage, Kael'has will
call a weapon to attack you. Again, this phase is pretty simple and you can burn the weapon down. Back in Burning Crusade, you actually had to use weapons to kill Kael'thas, but it's no longer required. Your damage is too awesome to even use this weapon. Weapons are legendary items, however, you can't take them
out of a copy, which is pretty sad. Now it's a long time coming. This waiting period for Kael'thas to move into the next stage is quite long and you can get bored easily. Assuming you level 110, you'll wait a bit, since winning over guns shouldn't have been that fast. Now comes the next as soon as Kael'thas says: Perhaps I
underestimated you. It would be unfair for you to fight all four counselors at the same time fair treatment has never been shown to my people. I'm just going back the favor. Here, all four advisers will be in great health than before. My advice is to kill Kaepernick first as she can throw a 10 second disorientation spell on you
and I found that to be very annoying. Lord Sanginar may be afraid of you for 4 seconds, while Thaladred may just knock you back. In my experience, I would kill Capernian and then Telonicus as it could throw a debuff at you called a remote toy that would periodically stun you within 4 seconds. The other two counselors
don't really do anything special, and I used to kill them the last time both Capernian and Theonik are dead. Once you have defeated the advisors, Kael'thas will attack you now. He will throw fireballs at you and if you can get him to 50% health quickly, he will start his last phase. I highly recommend, if you play a pet class,
fire your pet in the face of Kael'thas, because once he mind controls you when you pet with you, it's WRAP! (The fight will reset and you'll have to do it all over again and believe me, it sucks). When he gets to 50% health or lower, he will go into the air and he will get more (pause?). Now you have to wait a few seconds
until Kael'thas goes into his super phase and then he will come back down. Here you can easily kill him and Kael'thas will die. If you do a raid for the first time, you get an achievement called Tempest Keep, and if you're lucky, you'll get grief as well. If you are willing to do this raid, you can do so at the level of 85 character
and above, provided that your DPS and gear are high enough. Acquisition mounts will add it to your mount collection, and it will reward you with feat of strength achievement in the feats of the strengths of the mountain category. A feat of strength achievement to receive the grief Of Congratulations! Following these
instructions, you already have the ashes of Al'ar, or, in 6 years, you too will have it! Now bombard Orgrimmar or Stormwind with pink sparkling budgie! Budgie! ashes of al'ar drop rate. ashes of al'ar drop rate 2019
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